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Online Algorithms – F17 – Assignment 1

Assignment due Wednesday, March 15, 12:15

Note that this is part of your exam project, so it must be approved in order
for you to take the exam in June, and you may not work with others not
in your group. If it is late, it will not be accepted (though it could become
an assignment you redo). You may work in groups of two (or three). Turn
in the assignment through the SDU Assignment system in Blackboard, and
remember to keep your receipt. Turn in one PDF file per group.

1. Consider the algorithm FC (Frequency Count) for the list accessing
problem.

• Show that FC satisfies the pairwise property.

• We know that FC does not have a constant competitive ratio.
Using specific request sequences (you need to consider a family of
request sequences having different lengths), show that it also does
not have a constant competitive ratio in the partial cost model on
lists of length 2.

2. Show that deletion also works in Theorem 1.1.

3. Consider a weighted paging problem where each page has a weight
(cost) for bringing it into cache. Suppose ALG always evicts the lowest
weight page (because it would cost least to bring in again) on a page
fault. Prove that ALG is not competitive.

4. Consider the following paging algorithm, which we call 2ndLRU: On a
page fault, 2ndLRU evicts the page with the least recent second to last
request. If there are pages in cache which have been requested fewer
than two times, then the least recently used page among those only
requested once is evicted. For example, with cache size 3 and request
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sequence 〈p1, p2, p3, p3, p2, p1, p4〉, on the last request, 2ndLRU evicts
page p1, whereas LRU would have evicted p3. Note that most deter-
ministic paging algorithms seem to have competitive ratio k, where k
is the size of the cache, but 2ndLRU has competitive ratio 2k. You will
prove that here.

• Prove a lower bound of 2k on 2ndLRU’s competitive ratio. For a
cache of size k, your sequence might start:

〈p1, p2, ..., pk−1, p1, p2, ..., pk−1, pk, pk〉.

extend your sequence with a sequence σ′ so the OPT only faults
once on σ′, but 2ndLRU faults 2k times (you will need to use
a pk+1, but not other new pages). Arrange that your σ′ can be
repeated with some renaming of pages.

• Prove an upper bound of 2k on 2ndLRU’s competitive ratio. Con-
sider k-phases and how many times 2ndLRU can fault on each
distinct page in a k-phase.
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